
Growing your Jade Vine 
Strongylodon macrobotrys 

 

 

The Jade Vine is a native of the Philippines and is one of the most spectacular of the worlds 
flowering vines. The long racemes of turquoise flowers will reach almost a metre in length. It 
is sure to become the talking point of your garden. 

When your vine arrives, pot it into a 125-150mm pot using a good quality potting mix such as 
Searle’s. Insert a stake and add the recommended amount of Osmocote. For the first two or 
three weeks you will need to keep your vine in bright filtered light, direct sun at this stage 
will hamper the development of the new roots by stressing your plant and causing wilting. 

Once the vine is growing well again, slowly move it into more sun, starting with a hour or so 
of early morning sun. Pot up as required as the roots fill each pot size. If you wish to plant 
your vine in the garden, I would suggest planting out as soon as the roots become well 
established in the initial pot. 

Ideally this vine should be grown on a support that allows the flowers to hang below the 
foliage, structures such as gazebos and archways are ideal. Imagine walking through a curtain 
of turquoise ‘chandeliers’. This vine likes plenty of sun but does best if protected from the 
hottest afternoon sun. 

Give your plant plenty of water during dry periods and fertilise a couple of times a year with 
a complete fertiliser. Pruning is only needed to limit the vines spread. 

Your vine is affected by very few pests, perhaps the odd grasshopper, but the damage is 
usually minimal. It is unlikely that you will need to ever spray your vine. 

Best of luck growing your tropical beauty, do drop me a line if I can be of any further help. 

Steve  (wackos@westnet.com.au) 
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